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(Received 3 June 1994; accepted 16 February 1995) AbstractmFive experiments explored the utility of subvocal rehearsal, and of an inner-ear/innervoice partnership, in tasks of auditory imagery. In three tasks (reinterpreting ambiguous auditory images, parsing meaningful letter strings, scanning familiar melodies) subjects relied on a partnership between the inner ear and inner voice, one similar to the phonological loop system described in the short-term memory literature. Apparently subjects subvoeally rehearsed the imagery material, which placed the material in a phonological store that allowed the imagery judgement. In a fourth task (distinguishing voiced and unvoiced consonants in imagery), subjects still subvoeally rehearsed, but seemed to need no additional phonological store to respond correctly. In this ease they may have consulted articulatory or kinesthetic cues instead. In a fifth experiment (making homophone judgements), subjects hardly even needed to subvoeally rehearse, a result suggesting that homophone judgements rely on some direct route from print to phonology. We consider the breadth of the partnership between the inner ear and inner voice, the level that subvoeal rehearsal occupies in the cognitive system, and the functional neuroanatomy of the phonological loop system. Key Words: imagery; auditory imagery; subvocalization; inner speech.



INTRODUCTION Research on mental imagery has typically focused on visual, not auditory, imagery. Fortunately, this gap is closing [50], for auditory imagery is important in its own right, occupying an intriguing position amidst diverse phenomena and research domains. For example, it may underlie the rehearsal processes of working memory [3, 7] and the phonological processes subserving some aspects of text comprehension [5, 10, 30]. Likewise, auditory imagery may play a role in music perception and cognition [19, 21, 36], the verbal processes of self-regulatory cognition and even the auditory hallucinations of schizophrenia [60]. In exploring auditory imagery, we cannot presume that insights about visual imagery will simply generalize, given the different sensory characteristics of sound and light, the different evolutionary histories of hearing and vision, or the different entanglements of hearing and vision with speech and language. For example, humans could well rely on processes of subvocal rehearsal to refresh or enliven auditory images, and the analogs to this in visual imagery remain unclear. *Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed. 1433
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In fact, research on short-term memory confirms that covert rehearsal benefits some cognitive functions. Specifically, short-term memory for verbal material seems to rely on a phonological loop with two constituents--a short-lived store that represents material in a phonological form, and a process of rehearsal that re-enacts this material, re-presents it to the store, and thus refreshes and preserves its contents. Intuitively, this conception of working memory relies on a partnership between an 'inner ear' (the store) and an 'inner voice' (subvocal rehearsal). The interplay between these two resources in short-term memory is documented by experimental and neuropsychological evidence [3, 4, 9, 30, 59, 62, 63, 73, 74]. Our research focuses on other uses the phonological loop has for cognition. In particular, many imagery tasks require that subjects analyze or make judgements about auditory stimuli that are not currently on the scene. We consider the possibility that the inner-ear/inner-voice partnership provides a platform on which these imagery processes and judgements take place (see also [7]). Evidence already exists that covert speech plays some role in auditory imagery. Reisberg et al. [53] examined the imagery analogue of the Verbal Transformation Effect [66-68], an effect which relies on the fact that certain words and phrases, if repeated over and over, yield a soundstream compatible with more than one segmentation. For example, rapid repetitions of the word 'life' produce a soundstream fully compatible with the perception that either 'life' or 'fly' is being repeated. These ambiguous soundstreams are usually perceived first in one way then the other, changing in phenomenal form just as the (visual) Necker cube and duck/rabbit figures do. Reisberg et al. asked whether imagined repetitions produce verbal transformations, just as heard repetitions do. Subjects imagined the stimulus word's being repeated by a friend's voice, rather than actually hearing it, and often did report transformations of their image. However, these transformations by imagers seem to depend on subvocalization, for they are essentially eliminated when subarticulation is blocked by having subjects chew candy during the trial. The effects of chewing cannot be attributed to general distraction, because other concurrent activities, equally distracting but not involving the articulators, caused no disruption. Moreover, Reisberg et al. found that the probability of success in this task gradually declines as subvocalization is undercut. Specifically, subjects in a later experiment were allowed differing degrees of vocalization: Some subjects actually spoke the ambiguous phrase; others whispered it; still others mouthed it with no movement of air; a fourth group imaged it without mouthing; and a fifth group imaged it with the articulators clamped still. Across these five groups, respectively, 80, 65, 55, 50 and 30% experienced a phenomenal shift in the target phrase (all nonadjacent percentages are reliably different from one another). As subvocalization waned, so waned the capacity to reinterpret the image. Those familiar with the short-term memory literature will see the close analogy between this result and that of Murray [42], who found that memory traces become more robust as their rehearsal becomes more explicit and overt (i.e. mouthing, whispering, saying). These results on auditory imagery frame the issues for the present research. First, we ask if subvocal rehearsal provides support to auditory imagery in a broader range of tasks. Second, we ask about the precise role of subvocalization in auditory-imagery tasks. That is, we will ask whether the inner voice alone provides the critical information that allows imagery judgements and reconstruals, or whether the inner ear alone does, or whether the
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imagery judgements depend on a partnership between the two resources. Our attempt to specify this functional relationship recalls again the short-term memory literature, in which different effects (e.g. phonological similarity) are linked to the input or output components of the loop, and in which different interference manipulations (e.g. concurrent audition, concurrent articulation) and cerebral accidents selectively target one or the other [6, 62, 63, 71, 73]. In discussing the data, we will consider several further issues. First, we describe other instances of articulatory/phonological interactions in cognitive processing, to emphasize their importance. Second, we consider the special value of re-presentation by the inner voice when a task requires judgements about or analyses of imagery material. This idea of re-presentation explains more fully the restricted role the phonological loop plays in language processing. Third, we consider the level in the cognitive system at which the inner voice and the inner ear resources interact. Finally, we discuss the functional neuroanatomy of the inner ear and inner voice, drawing on recent brain-imaging studies.



EXPERIMENT 1: VERBAL TRANSFORMATIONS Reisberg et al. [53] showed that the reinterpretation of auditory images depends on subvocal rehearsal processes. But what role does this rehearsal play? Is the kinesthetic support from articulation sufficient for performance, or is some auditory/phonological representation involved as well? Experiment 1 evaluated these two possibilities using the standard logic of selective interference. Subvocal rehearsal (the inner voice), is known to be blocked by concurrent articulation (e.g. tah-tah repeated aloud by the subject), and this interference manipulation thus allows one to ask how performance fares absent rehearsal. The phonological store (the inner ear) is known to be blocked by concurrent auditory input (e.g. tah-tah repeated through headphones), and this interference manipulation thus allows one to ask how performance fares absent the phonological store. We already know that image reconstruals somehow depend on subvocal rehearsal. If blocking the inner ear disrupts performance, this will indicate that imagery reconstruals also depend on the phonological store, and that subvocal rehearsal and the phonological store work in partnership during performance. If blocking the phonological store does not disrupt performance, this will indicate that subvocalization provides mainly kinesthetic information for subjects, and will disconfirm a partnership pattern for that task. Method Subjects. Forty-five subjects were approached in various school and professional settings and asked to participate in a brief (5 min) procedure. Fifteen subjects were assigned at random to each of the three experimental conditions--no interference, articulatory suppression and irrelevant speech through headphones. Subjects received $1.00 for their participation. Interference manipulations. Subjects in all conditions imagined a friend, of the same sex as themselves, repeating a target word. For the articulatory-suppression group, subjects were instructed not to say the repetitions at all. To enforce this injunction, subjects were told to press their lips together, clench their teeth, and to press their tongue to the roof of their mouth while imaging the repetitions. This suppression technique seemed unlikely to be generally distracting to subjects, and unlikely to generate a disturbing rhythm in conflict with the rhythm of the repetitions. Other subjects imagined the repetitions while hearing tape-recorded prose, read by a speaker of the same sex as the subject. Distracting speech was chosen to increase the similarity between the interference and imagery materials, following studies in working memory that suggest that this similarity increases the interfering effects of the irrelevant auditory inputs on the performance of the focal task [3, 55]. Procedure. The experimenter, who was blind to the experiment's hypotheses, explained that some words, when repeated, begin to sound like something else. Then she repeated the word 'life' for 1 minute, at two repetitions per
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second, and the subject listened and reported any transformations. Forty of 45 subjects heard the transformation to 'fly' and only these subjects' data were analyzed. Next subjects were given a new word--'stress'--printed on an index card. They were to imagine a friend's voice repeating it with no gaps at the rate the experimenter had demonstrated. They were instructed not to say the word out loud at all, but just to imagine silently the friend's repetitions. Subjects imagined the repetitions for 1 min, pausing only to report transformations, but then resuming the imagery. The artieulatory-suppression subjects were told not to "say the word out loud at all, don't whisper, don't even move your teeth, tongue, or lips". To help them comply, they were told to "put your teeth together, your lips firmly together, and put your tongue firmly on the roof of your mouth. This will make sure you use pure imagination for your repetitions." Irrelevant-speech subjects were told that the speech heard through headphones would be only background speech, that they could completely ignore it, and that they would not be tested on it in any way.



Results



Following Reisberg et al. [53], we focused our data analysis on the transformation of 'stress' to 'dress', the transformation that was heard by 100% of subjects in their perceptual conditions, but was not easily guessed in their guessing condition. It is thus the transformation that most clearly signals a bonafide perceptual discovery. In the no-interference condition, 77% of subjects reported a transformation of'stress' to 'dress' during the 1 min of imagined repetitions. In the suppression and irrelevant-speech conditions, respectively, 25 and 13 % heard a transformation to 'dress'. These percentages did not differ from each other, but both were reliably lower than the no-interference group's rate of transformation, t(26)=3.04, P 
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